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Ex-chief wants a decent
burial for minority panel

‘Only SC or HCs can direct CBI
to probe graft by public officials’
Soibam Rocky Singh

NO IMPROVEMENT Tahir says the condition of Muslims, Christians
remains where it was in 1978, when the commission was established
HTEXCLUSIVE
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■
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CRITICISM
■

NEW DELHI: Former National

Commission for Minorities
(NCM) chairman Tahir Mahmood
has questioned the panel’s utility and suggested a “decent
burial” for it.
In his book, Minorities
Commission (1978-2015): Minor
Role in Major Affairs, he said the
NCM has failed to bring positive
changes in the lives of minorities
in India.
Mahmood, who headed the
NCM between 1996 and 1999, questioned the panel’s contribution,
saying the condition of Muslims
and Christians remained where it
was in 1978 when the commission
was established — be it the issue
of their educational rights, physi-
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Former NCM chairman
Tahir Mahmood says
the commission is
being filled mostly by
“faithful politicians”
Justice Shamim, who exonerated Advani in Hawala
case and NCM chairman in 2000,
accuses the
Congress govts
of side-stepping
the commission
by creating parallel bodies.

Tahir Mahmood

“If NCM is to be kept in place as
a mere showpiece and treated as

by a non-Congress government in
1978 and given statutory status in
1992, the NCM has been operative
under Congress rule, intermittently, for over 27 years.
Mahmood accused Congress
governments of sidestepping the
commission and unnecessarily
creating parallel bodies with special terms of reference otherwise
falling within the NCM’s mandate.
“The constitution of National
Monitoring Committee for
Minority Education in the HRD
Ministry during the Congress rule
in 1991 was absolutely unnecessary, since its job was very much
within the scope of the Minorities
Commission’s functions as stated
in the Government Resolution of
1978,” he said in his book.
Mahmood continued: “By
doing so they have been providing alibis to the Commission
for not properly discharging
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RJD chief Lalu Prasad (left) had, on Tuesday, asked CM Nitish
Kumar to deal sternly with criminals in Bihar.
ARUN SHARMA/HT FILE

JD(U) asks Lalu to not
lecture on governance
Vijay Swaroop
■

free to give advice but their
intentions may be different,”
said JD(U) spokesperson and
MLC Neeraj Kumar, in an
oblique reference to the timing and manner of the RJD’s
chief comment.
“Nobody can deny that the
CM has successfully established
the rule of law in a state plagued
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PATNA: A day after RJD chief

Lalu Prasad gave pointers on
managing the law and order
situation in Bihar to his ally
and Bihar CM Nitish Kumar,
the CM’s party JD(U) asked
him to not sermonise on govern-
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NEW DELHI: No court other than the
Supreme Court and high courts
can direct the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) to inquire into
allegation of corruption by public
officials the Delhi high court has
clarified.
Justice Siddharth Mridul came
down heavily on a Special CBI
court here, which on two separate
occasions ordered CBI inquiry into
allegation of corruption against
two former Research and Analysis
Wing (RAW) officers.
In February 2013, the special
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CBI court ordered CBI probe into
alleged disproportionate assets of
former RAW chief AK Verma, who
headed the intelligence agency
during 1987-90. The special CBI
court, on May 7, 2014, directed CBI
to investigate allegation of corruption against Dr AS Narayana Rao,
a RAW scientist caught red-handed
accepting `1 lakh as bribe.
Rao was one of the members of
an inter-ministerial working group
(IMWG) to monitor and control the
export licence of certain high risk
commodities whose export would
adversely affect the security and
economy of the country.
After an export company rep-

resentative lodged a complaint
with the CBI that Rao had been
demanding a bribe for clearance
of an export license, a trap was laid
on February 02, 2009, at a hotel in
Delhi where he was arrested.
In both the cases, CBI had
moved the HC against the orders.
Setting aside the two orders,
the HC, its 27-page verdict, said,
“CBI is not an investigating agency
of the court presided over by the
special judge under Prevention of
Corruption Act, 1988… The SC has
clearly delineated that only the SC
and the HCs in their inherent jurisdiction can issue such a direction
to CBI.”
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AI plane faces rat trouble over...
On July30 too, a Milan-bound
AI plane had flown back to Delhi
two hours after take-off due to
the suspected presence of a rat.
Wednesday’s incident coincided

to fly back to Mumbai instead of
diverting to an airport closer to
Tehran. “The DGCA has a ‘nogo’ rule on rodents sighted on
board, which means the cockpit

Central Pollution Control Board
(Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate
Change, Govt. of India)
Parivesh Bhawan, East Arjun Nagar, Delhi -110032

PUBLIC NOTICE
A Control Room has been set up in CPCB to facilitate review of levels
of air pollution and monitoring ambient air quality in Delhi and
National Capital Region (NCR).The Citizens of Delhi and NCR may
send complaints related to burning of garbage/tyres/dry leaves etc.
to CPCB through WhatsApp at 09821144193 and 09821144194,
Fax (011-43102111) or e-mail (controlroom.cpcb@nic.in) along
with the photographs, if any.
The complaints received will be referred to the concerned local
authorities (Municipal Corporations/Pollution Control Authorities) for
taking action to prevent and control of Air Pollution in NCT of Delhi
and NCR.
davp 13113/11/0031/1516

(Central Pollution Control Board)
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the books to the following address before 31 March, 2016:
Hindi Section
Department of Biotechnology
Room No. 804, Block-9,
CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003
Telephone No. 24369387
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